
           
 
Position Name:    Greenhouse & luggage comp. development team lead/coordinator 

(EKA/2) 

Department:    Car exterior development 

Grade:     AGM 

Vacancy:    1 

Qualification:    B.E. / B. Tech. / Graduate / Post Graduate  

Experience:    10+ years of relevant experience. 

Location:    Pune 

Reporting to:    Head of Interior development 
 
Position Requirement: 

1. Management, coordination and motivation of Development/Test team 
2. Ability to think in a wider scope, initiative and qualified leadership skills 
3. Excellent communication skills 
4. Deep Technical analyses, problem solving and understanding of related interior vehicle components 

(Dashboard, Center console, Door trims, Greenhous trims, Seats, Carpets and Damping) 
5. A deep understanding of Indian vehicle customer product and manufacturing requirements and an 

ability to motivate and reason for it. 
 

Purpose of Position:  

 To manage, coordinate, lead and supervise a Greenhouse and luggage comp. development team to 
meet future Indian product and manufacturing requirements. 

 
Tasks:  
 

1. To co-ordinate and manage the relevant team, that the component Technical development 
requirements are analyzed, prepared and executed in an efficient and appropriate way for decision 
making or implementation. 

 
2. Lead the relevant team, based on PEP guidelines and ensure that the respective milestones 

(technical and budgetary) are completed within the stipulated time period and with the desired 
results 

 
 
3. Conduct regular product team meetings, facilitate discussions team wise, interdepartmental, 

Development consultants/suppliers and Skoda MB to arrive at best solutions for products and 
company. 

 
4. Continuously seek, identify and co-ordinate new Indian technologies / development opportunities 

based on competitor/market trends, customer requirements, Supplier inputs and Manufacturing 
requirements. 

 
 
5. Manage and motivate the team regarding task delegation, annual target setting, performance and 

recommendation for remuneration. 
 
6. Ensure compliance with internal and external requirement such as Specifications (LAH) regulatory, 

homologation and identified Key performance Indicators (KPI’s) 
 

7. To support and guide the team with an excellent deep understanding of the component 
development and test requirements where required. 


